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Vector-transmitted diseases such as dengue fever and chikungunya have been spreading
rapidly in many parts of the world. The Zika virus has been known since 1947 and invaded
South America in 2013. It can be transmitted not only by (mosquito) vectors but also
directly through sexual contact. Zika has developed into a serious global health problem
because, while most cases are asymptomatic or very light, babies born to Zika - infected
mothers may develop microcephaly and other very serious birth defects.
We formulate and analyze two epidemic models for vector-transmitted diseases, one
appropriate for dengue and chikungunya fever outbreaks and one that includes direct
transmission appropriate for Zika virus outbreaks. This is especially important because the
Zika virus is the first example of a disease that can be spread both indirectly through a
vector and directly (through sexual contact). In both cases, we obtain expressions for the
basic reproduction number and show how to use the initial exponential growth rate to
estimate the basic reproduction number. However, for the model that includes direct
transmission some additional data would be needed to identify the fraction of cases
transmitted directly. Data for the 2015 Zika virus outbreak in Barranquilla, Colombia has
been used to fit parameters to the model developed here and to estimate the basic
reproduction number.
© 2016 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Commu-
nications Co., Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The demonstration in 1897 by Dr. R.A. Ross that malaria is transmitted from person to person through a vector, the
Anopheles mosquito, was a landmark in the early history of mathematical epidemiology; for this achievement Dr. Ross was
awarded the 1902 Nobel Prize in Medicine. Malaria is endemic, with 90% of its cases in Sub-Saharan Africa and causes
hundreds of thousands of deaths annually, mostly children less than five years old.

While malaria is one of the communicable diseases with the largest number of cases and deaths in the world, there are
other diseases transmitted by vectors of great importance including dengue fever and, more recently chikungunya and Zika
virus. These diseases often appear as epidemic outbreaks rather than as endemic diseases. The purpose of this paper is to
describe and analyze some epidemic models for diseases which are transmitted by vectors.
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While there have been cases of probable dengue fever more than 1000 years ago, the first recognized dengue epidemics
occurred in Asia, Africa, and North America in the 1780's. There have been frequent outbreaks since then, and the number of
reported cases has been increasing rapidly recently. According to the World Health Organization, approximately 50,000,000
people worldwide are infected with dengue. Symptomsmay include fever, headaches, joint and muscle pain, and nausea, but
many cases are very mild. There is no cure for dengue fever, but most patients recover with rest and fluids. There are at least
four different strains of dengue fever, and there is some cross-immunity between strains. Dengue fever is transmitted by the
mosquito Aedes aegypti, and most control strategies are aimed at mosquito control.

Another disease transmitted by vectors, in fact the same Aedes aegypti mosquito that transmits dengue, is the Zika virus.
The Zika virus was first observed about 1952, but initially cases were rare. In 2007 a major epidemic occurred in Yap Island,
Micronesia. Since April 2015 there has been a large continuing outbreak of Zika virus that started in Brazil and has spread to
much of South and Central America. It has become a major concern because it is now established that there is some cor-
relation with very serious birth defects in babies born to infected mothers (Schuler-Faccini, 2016, p. 65). A new feature of the
Zika virus that has been identified is that infection may be transmitted directly by blood transfusions and sexual contact
(Musso et al., 2015) as well as through vectors.

In this paper we will formulate and analyze two epidemic models. The first is a general vector transmission model of SEIR
type for human hosts and of SEI type for vectors. It does not capture all aspects of dengue fever, because there are at least four
strains of dengue, with some cross-immunity between strains, but can be viewed as a general starting point for the study of
vectormodels. The secondmodel, can be viewed as a basic Zika virusmodel; it adds direct transmission of infection to the first
model. It would be possible to extend this model further by separating human hosts into males and females and treating
direct disease transmission as sexual transmission.

The work described here grew out of a study of the 2015 Zika outbreak in Barranquilla, Colombia (Towers et al., 2016). We
are indebted to Dr. Andrew Falconer and Dr. Claudia Romero-Vivas for some very useful comments on models and data. We
are also indebted to Jim Cushing and Pauline van den Driessche for some new insights into basic reproduction numbers and
the next generation matrix.

2. A basic vector transmission model

We begin with a basic epidemic model for a vector-transmitted disease. We will assume throughout that vectors satisfy a
simple SEImodel, with no recovery from infection. We are thinking of mosquitoes as vectors, and because a mosquito lifetime
is much shorter than that of the human hosts we must include demographics in the vector population.

We consider a constant total population size N of hosts (humans), divided into S susceptibles, E exposed members, I in-
fectives, and R removed members. A host makes an average of b contacts sufficient to receive infection in unit time from
vectors. The contact rate b is a product of two factors, namely the biting rate a and the probability fvh that a bite transmits
infection from vector to human,

b ¼ afvh:
Exposed hosts proceed to the infective class at rate k and infected hosts recover at rate a. The total number of contacts by
humans sufficient to transmit infection is bN.

The number of vectors (mosquitoes) is Nv divided into Sv susceptibles, Ev exposed members, and Iv infectives. Each vector
makes bv contacts sufficient to receive infection from human hosts in unit time. The contact rate bv is a product of two factors,
namely the biting rate av and the probability fhv that a bite transmits infection from human to vector,

bv ¼ avfhv:
There is a constant birth rate Nv of vectors in unit time and a proportional vector death rate m in each class, so that the total
vector population size Nv is constant. Exposed vectors move to the infected class at rate h and do not recover from infection.
The total number of contacts by vectors sufficient to transmit infection is bvNv.

Because the total number of bites received by humans must be equal to the total number of bites made by mosquitoes, we
have a balance relation

fhvbN ¼ fvhbvNv: (1)
This balance relation must hold at every time t. We think of a, the size of a mosquito blood meal, and fhv as fixed. Thus bv is
also fixed. The number of effective bites of a human in unit time is

b ¼ bv
fvh
fhv

Nv

N
:
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We are assuming that the population sizes N and Nv are constant, but it is important to remember that if one of the
population sizes changes, for example because of a program to kill mosquitoes, a change in the value of b would be a
consequence.

A susceptible human receives b effectivemosquito bites in unit time, of which a fraction Iv/Nv is with an infectivemosquito.
Thus the number of new infective humans in unit time is

bS
Iv
Nv

:;

which, because of (1), is equal to
bvS
Iv
N
:

A similar argument shows that the number of new mosquito infections is

bvSv
I
N
:

The model is
S0 ¼ �bS
Iv
Nv

E0 ¼ bS
Iv
Nv

� kE

I0 ¼ kE � gI

S0v ¼ mNv � mSv � bvSv
I
N

E0v ¼ bvSv
I
N
� ðmþ hÞEv

I0v ¼ hEv � mIv

(2)
2.1. The basic reproduction number

The basic reproduction number is defined as the number of secondary disease cases caused by introducing a single
infective human into awholly susceptible population of both hosts (humans) and vectors (mosquitoes). For the model (2) this
may be calculated directly. There are two stages. First, the infective human infects mosquitoes, at a rate bvN/Nv for a time 1/g.
This produces bvN/Nvg infected mosquitoes, of whom a fraction h/(hþm) proceeds to become infectious.

The second stage is that these infective mosquitoes infect humans at a rate bNv/N for a time 1/m, producing bNv/Nm infected
humans per mosquito. The net result of these two stages is

bvN
Nvg

h

hþ m

bNv

Nm
¼ bvb

h

ðhþ mÞgm

infected humans, and this is the basic reproduction number ℛ0.
We could also calculate the basic reproduction number by using the next generation matrix approach (van den Driessche

& Watmough, 2002). This would give the next generation matrix

K

2
6664

0 b
N
Nv

h

mðmþ hÞ

bv
Nv

N
1
g

0

3
7775:
The basic reproduction number is the positive eigenvalue of this matrix,

ℛ0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bbv

h

mgðmþ hÞ
r

:

In this calculation, the transition from host to vector to host is considered as two generations. In studying vector trans-
mitted diseases it is common to consider this as one generations and use the value that we obtained by our direct approach
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ℛ0 ¼ bbv
h

mgðmþ hÞ: (3)
This choice is made in (Chowell et al., 2007) and (Kucharski et al., 2016) and is the choice that wemake because it conforms
to the result obtained directly. . However, other references, including (Pinho, Ferreira, Esteva,& BarretoMorato e SilvaTeixeira,
2010), use the square root form, and it is important to be aware of which form is being used in any study. The two choices have
the same threshold value.

2.2. The initial exponential growth rate

In order to determine the initial exponential growth rate from the model, a quantity that can be compared with exper-
imental data, we linearize the model (2) about the disease-free equilibrium S¼N,E¼I¼0,Sv¼Nv,EV¼Iv¼0. If we let
y¼N�S,z¼Nv�Sv, we obtain the linearization

y0 ¼ bN
Iv
Nv

E0 ¼ bN
Iv
Nv

� kE

I0 ¼ kE � gI

z0 ¼ �mzþ bvNv
I
N

Ev ¼ bvNv
I
N
� ðmþ hÞEv

I0v ¼ hEv � mIv

(4)
The corresponding characteristic equation is

det

2
6666666666666666664

�l 0 0 0 0 b
N
Nv

0 �ðlþ kÞ 0 0 0 b
N
Nv

0 k �ðlþ gÞ 0 0 0

0 0 �bv
Nv

N
�ðlþ mÞ 0 0

0 0 �bv
Nv

N
0 �ðlþ mþ hÞ 0

0 0 0 0 h �ðlþ mÞ

3
7777777777777777775

¼ 0:
Solutions of the linearization (9) are linear combinations of exponentials whose exponents are the roots of the charac-
teristic equation (the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix of (9)).

We can reduce this equation to a product of two factors and a fourth degree polynomial equation

lðlþ mÞdet

2
666666664

�ðlþ kÞ 0 0 b
N
Nv

k �ðlþ gÞ 0 0

0 bv
Nv

N
�ðlþ mþ hÞ 0

0 0 h �ðlþ mÞ

3
777777775
¼ 0:
The initial exponential growth rate is the largest root of this fourth degree equation, which reduces to

gðlÞ ¼ ðlþ kÞðlþ gÞðlþ mþ hÞðlþ mÞ � bbvkh ¼ 0: (5)
Since g(0)<0 ifℛ0 >1, and since g(l) is positive for large positive l and g'(l)>0 for positive l, there is a unique positive root
of the equation g(l)¼0, and this is the initial exponential growth rate. The initial exponential growth rate may be measured
experimentally, and if the measured value is r, then from (5) we obtain
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ðrþ kÞðrþ gÞðrþ mþ hÞðrþ mÞ ¼ bbvkh ¼ ℛ0kmgðmþ hÞ:
from this, we obtain

ℛ0 ¼ ðrþ kÞðrþ gÞðrþ mþ hÞðrþ mÞ
kmgðmþ hÞ (6)
This gives a way to estimate the basic reproduction number from measurable quantities. The question of estimating
parameters for the Zika virus outbreak of 2015 has been described extensively in (Towers et al., 2016). In addition, the balance
relation (1) allows us to calculate the values of b and bv separately, which makes it possible to simulate the model. This is
essential since there does not appear to be a final size relation for the model (2).

3. Inclusion of direct transmission

For the Zika virus, it has been established that in addition to vector transmission of infection there may also be direct
transmission through sexual contact. The Zika virus is the first example of an infection that can be transferred both directly
and through a vector, and it is important to include direct transmission (in this case sexual transmission) in a model. Tomodel
this, we add to the model (2) a term aSI/N describing a rate a of movement from S to E. This leads to the model

S0 ¼ �bS
Iv
Nv

� aS
I
N

E0 ¼ bS
Iv
Nv

þ aS
I
N
� kE

I0 ¼ kE � gI

S0v ¼ mNv � mSv � bvSv
I
N

E0v ¼ bvSv
I
N
� ðmþ hÞEv

I0v ¼ hEv � mIv

(7)
The rate a is an average over the human population; if transmission is possible only from male to female this is incor-
porated into a.

To calculate the basic reproduction numberℛ0, we use the same direct approach as that used in Section 2. If there is sexual
transmission, this operates independent of the host-vector interaction, and produces a cases in unit time for a time 1/g,
adding a simple term a/g to the reproduction number

ℛ0 ¼ bbv
h

mgðmþ hÞ þ
a

g
: (8)
We define

ℛv ¼ bbv
h

mgðmþ hÞ;
the vector transmission reproduction number, and

ℛd ¼ a

g
;

the direct transmission reproduction number, so that

ℛ0 ¼ ℛv þℛd:
If we use the next generation matrix approach, using the same approach as that used in Section 2, we form the matrix
product KL¼FV�1 with
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F ¼

2
666666664

0 a 0 b
N
Nv

0 0 0 0

0 bv
Nv

N
0 0

0 0 0 0

3
777777775

V ¼

2
664

k 0 0 0
�k g 0 0
0 0 mþ h 0
0 0 �h m

3
775
Then the next generation matrix with large domain is

KL ¼

2
666666664

a

g

a

g
b
N
Nv

h

mðmþ hÞ b
N
Nv

1
m

0 0 0 0

bv
Nv

N
1
g

bv
Nv

N
1
g

0 0

0 0 0 0

3
777777775
The next generation matrix K is the 2�2 matrix

K ¼

2
6664

a

g
b
N
Nv

h

mðmþ hÞ

bv
Nv

N
1
g

0

3
7775:
The positive eigenvalue of this matrix is

l ¼ a

2g
þ 1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2

g2
þ 4ℛv

s

¼ 1
2

�
ℛd þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℛ2

d þ 4ℛv

q �
:

We may calculate that l¼1 if and only if

ℛv þℛd ¼ 1:
We now have two potential expressions for the basic reproduction number, namely ℛv þℛd and

ℛ� ¼ 1
2

�
ℛd þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℛ2

d þ 4ℛv

q �
:

Different expressions are possible for the next generation matrix and that these may lead to different expressions for the
basic reproduction number. This is shown in (Cushing & Diekmann, 2016), and was drawn to our attention by Jim Cushing.

The expression ℛv þℛd appears to us to be a more natural form than ℛ�, and we choose to use this for the basic
reproduction number. It can be obtained from the following expression for the next generation matrix, suggested to us by
Pauline van den Driessche. We consider only human infections as new infections, and take

F ¼

2
66666664

0 a 0 b
N
Nv

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

3
77777775

V ¼

2
6666664

k 0 0 0

�k g 0 0

0 �bv
Nv

N
mþ h 0

0 0 �h m

3
7777775
Then
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V�1 ¼

2
66666666666664

1
k

0 0 0

1
g

1
g

0 0

bv
Nv

N
1

gðmþ hÞ bv
Nv

N
h

gðmþ hÞ
1

mþ h
0

bv
Nv

N
h

mgðmþ hÞ bv
Nv

N
h

mgðmþ hÞ
h

mðmþ hÞ
1
m

3
77777777777775
Since only the first row of F has non-zero entries, the same is true of FV�1, and from this we can deduce that the only non-
zero eigenvalue of FV�1 is the entry in the first row, first column of FV�1, and this is

a

g
þ bbv

h

mgðmþ hÞ ¼ ℛd þℛv ¼ ℛ0:
If we use this somewhat unorthodox approach to the next generation matrix for the model (2), we obtain the form ℛv,
with no square root, for the reproduction number. We now have two viable expressions for the basic reproduction number,
namelyℛ� and ℛ0, both derived from a next generation matrix approach but with different separations. We have chosen to
use ℛ0 for the basic reproduction number because it is more readily interpreted as a number of secondary infections. Other
sources, including (Gao et al., 2016), use ℛ�. In studying data for epidemic models that include vector transmission it is
absolutely vital to specify exactly what form is being used for the basic reproduction number.

3.1. The initial exponential growth rate

In order to determine the initial exponential growth rate from the model, a quantity that can be compared with exper-
imental data, we linearize the model (2) about the disease-free equilibrium S¼N,E¼I¼0,Sv¼Nv,EV¼Iv¼0. If we let
y¼N�S,z¼Nv�Sv, we obtain the linearization

y0 ¼ bN
Iv
Nv

þ aI

E0 ¼ bN
Iv
Nv

þ aI � kE

I0 ¼ kE � gI

z0 ¼ �mzþ bvNv
I
N

Ev ¼ bvNv
I
N
� ðmþ hÞEv

I0v ¼ hEv � mIv

(9)
The corresponding characteristic equation is

det

2
6666666666666666664

�l 0 a 0 0 b
N
Nv

0 �ðlþ kÞ a 0 0 b
N
Nv

0 k �ðlþ gÞ 0 0 0

0 0 bv
Nv

N
�ðlþ mÞ 0 0

0 0 bv
Nv

N
0 �ðlþ mþ hÞ 0

0 0 0 0 h �ðlþ mÞ

3
7777777777777777775

¼ 0:
We can reduce this equation to a product of two factors and a fourth degree polynomial equation
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lðlþ mÞdet

2
666666664

�ðlþ kÞ a 0 b
N
Nv

k �ðlþ gÞ 0 0

0 bv
Nv

N
�ðlþ mþ hÞ 0

0 0 h �ðlþ mÞ

3
777777775
¼ 0:
The initial exponential growth rate is the largest root of this fourth degree equation, which reduces to

gðlÞ ¼ ðlþ kÞðlþ gÞðlþ mþ hÞðlþ mÞ � bbvkh� kaðlþ mÞðlþ hþ mÞ ¼ 0: (10)
The largest root of this equation is the initial exponential growth rate, and this may be measured experimentally. If the
measured value is r, then from (10) we obtain

ðrþ kÞðrþ gÞðrþ mþ hÞðrþ mÞ � bbvkh� kaðrþ mÞðrþ hþ mÞ ¼ 0: (11)
From (11) we can see that r¼0 corresponds toℛ0 ¼ 1, confirming that our calculated value ofℛ0 has the proper threshold
behavior.

Equation (11) determines the value of bbv, and wemay then calculateℛ0, provided we know the value of a. However, this
presents a major problem. In (Gao et al., 2016) it is suggested that the contribution of sexual disease transmission is small,
based on estimates of sexual activity and the probability of disease transmission. Since the probability of sexual transmission
of a disease depends strongly on the particular disease, this estimate is quite uncertain. Estimates based on a possible
imbalance between male and female disease prevalence are also quite dubious. Most Zika cases are asymptomatic or quite
light but the risks of serious birth defects means that diagnosis of Zika is much more important to women than to men. If
there are more female thanmale cases, it is not possible to distinguish between additional cases caused by sexual contact and
cases identified by higher diagnosis rates. To the best of our knowledge, there is not yet a satisfactory resolution of this
problem.

What would be required would be another quantity which can be determined experimentally and can be expressed in
terms of the model parameters. After an epidemic has passed, it might be possible to estimate the final size of the epidemic,
and then it would be possible to choose values of a and bbv satisfying (11) such that simulations of the model (7) give the
observed final size.

4. Discussion

We have examined an SEIR/SEI vector-transmission epidemic model that may be applied to dengue fever, chikungunya
virus, and Zika virus outbreaks. In addition, we have examined a novel model for Zika virus outbreaks that also includes direct
sexual transmission. For both models, we have obtained expressions for the reproduction number and ways of estimating the
initial exponential growth rate, so that the reproduction number may be estimated from parameters that can be estimated.
There are no exact analytic solution for final size relation, but numerical simulations can be used for predictions.

While Zika and chikungunya virus have only one serotype in humans, dengue virus has four serotypes, with potential
cross-immunity between strains. The models we have examined do not include the effect of multiple serotypes.

In spite of these shortcomings, our models can be used to simulate the effects of different control strategies, including
mosquito control, reduction of contact with mosquitoes, and avoidance of sexual contact (for Zika). It might be worthwhile to
formulate and analyze a Zika model with hosts divided into males and females, but at present it is unlikely that such a more
detailed model would provide better information about the course of the epidemic.

It should be pointed out that control measures which decrease the mosquito population will decrease the rate of bite of
humans because of the balance relation (1), and will thus decrease the reproduction number. However, measures that protect
some humans from being bitten will only redistribute bites to other humans and thus introduce heterogeneity of bites and
require an adjustment to the model to include two classes of humans with different rates of being bitten. This suggests that
control strategies aimed at decreasing the number of mosquitoes may be much more effective than measures protecting
against being bitten. However, it is possible that if the supply of human victims is insufficient, mosquitoes may shift some of
their bites to animals. This would destroy the balance equation, and would lead to a need to model vector disease trans-
mission if there is more than one host species. Extending the model to more than one class of hosts would allow studies of
comparison of disease spread in different populations, such as large cities versus small villages, or rich and poor populations
with different degrees of protection mechanisms.

From a mathematical perspective, we point out that for vector disease transmission models there are ambiguities in the
calculation of the reproduction number using the next generation matrix approach. Different choices in the next generation
matrix approach may give different expressions for the basic reproduction number. Different choices are made for the basic
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reproduction number in different studies, and studies do not always indicate clearly what choices have been made. This may
lead to misinterpretations.

For example, the usual next generation matrix approach gives a square root in the reproduction number because it views
the transition from host to vector to host as two generations. It is common, but by no means universal, to remove this square
root from the reproduction number. A model with both direct and vector disease transmission such as (7) indicates that
removal of the square root is logically sound, and that care is needed in the calculation of the reproduction number for a
vector transmission model.
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